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(PLs) in the inner leaflet and lipopolysaccharides (LPSs) in the outer leaflet. Its function as a selective barrier is crucial for the
survival of bacteria in many distinct environments, and it also renders Gram-negative bacteria more resistant to antibiotics than
their Gram-positive counterparts. Here, we report the structural properties of a model of the Escherichia coli outer membrane
and its interaction with outer membrane phospholipase A (OmpLA) utilizing molecular dynamics simulations. Our results reveal
that given the lipid composition used here, the hydrophobic thickness of the outer membrane is ~3 A˚ thinner than the correspond-
ing PL bilayer, mainly because of the thinner LPS leaflet. Further thinning in the vicinity of OmpLA is observed due to hydropho-
bic matching. The particular shape of the OmpLA barrel induces various interactions between LPS and PL leaflets, resulting in
asymmetric thinning around the protein. The interaction between OmpLA extracellular loops and LPS (headgroups and core
oligosaccharides) stabilizes the loop conformation with reduced dynamics, which leads to secondary structure variation and
loop displacement compared to that in a DLPC bilayer. In addition, we demonstrate that the LPS/PL ratios in asymmetric bilayers
can be reliably estimated by the per-lipid surface area of each lipid type, and there is no statistical difference in the overall mem-
brane structure for the outer membranes with one more or less LPS in the outer leaflet, although individual lipid properties vary
slightly.INTRODUCTIONThe structure, function, and dynamics of proteins are inti-
mately linked to the properties of their solvent. Knowing
how membrane proteins interact with their cognate bilayers
is critical for understanding how the bilayer may influence
membrane protein behavior. Folding studies are one exper-
imental approach that is useful in dissecting how
membranes influence the formation of membrane protein
structure. As a class, transmembrane b-barrel outer mem-
brane proteins (OMPs) have been shown to be particularly
amenable to such investigations (1,2). The water-to-bilayer
folding stabilities are known for several transmembrane
b-barrels (3,4), and there are folding kinetics of b-barrels
from Escherichia coli, Fusobacterium nucleatum, and mito-
chondria (1,5). One of the most striking findings from this
body of work is how profoundly the membrane affects the
apparent folding kinetics. OMPs fold faster into bilayers
that are generally considered to have relatively thin hydro-
phobic regions. For example, under otherwise identical
experimental conditions, the folding of nine E. coli OMPs
is fastest into vesicles with diC10 acyl chains, slower in
diC11 acyl chains, and even slower in diC12 acyl chains
(1). Furthermore, the apparent rates of OMP folding are
strongly modulated by the bilayer geometry. Small unila-
mellar vesicles with high curvature support faster folding
compared to equivalent large unilamellar vesicles withSubmitted January 23, 2014, and accepted for publication April 21, 2014.
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teins folded into these synthetic vesicles (4), the extent to
which these synthetic bilayer compositions and geometries
in vitro recapitulate the influences of the biological outer
membrane of Gram-negative bacteria is currently unknown.
The E. coli outer membrane is structurally quite distinct
from the synthetic bilayers used in folding studies. Although
the inner leaflet of this membrane is composed of phospho-
lipids, the outer leaflet lacks phospholipids and is instead
made up of a specialized, highly glycosylated amphipathic
molecule known as lipopolysaccharide (LPS) that consists
of lipid A, a core oligosaccharide, and an O-antigen poly-
saccharide. The presence of phospholipids on the outer
leaflet only occurs in situations of bacterial stress, such as
phage infection, and one function of some OMPs is to
degrade phospholipids in the outer leaflet when such flip-
ping occurs (7). Because there are not yet any suitable pro-
tocols for assembling the asymmetric structure of the outer
membrane in solution, folding studies of OMPs using bacte-
rial outer membranes in vitro are not currently possible.
One of the questions we sought to address about the many
membrane properties was the hydrophobic thickness of the
bacterial outer membrane. It is generally accepted that the
hydrophobic thickness of a membrane protein should match
the thickness of its native lipid bilayer. Any mismatch
between these hydrophobic regions should be energetically
costly, because it could result in exposure of nonpolar
groups to the aqueous solution or lead to bilayer deforma-
tions. Because the E. coli fatty acid composition underhttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.bpj.2014.04.024
2494 Wu et al.normal growth conditions is enriched in lipids with C14 and
C16 acyl chains, it might be concluded that the hydrophobic
thickness of the outer membrane should be similar to that of
the bacterial cytoplasmic (or inner) membrane. However,
Lomize et al. have calculated the average hydrophobic
thickness of all known OMP structures to be ~24 A˚, whereas
the average thickness of plasma membrane protein struc-
tures is ~29 A˚ (8). The OMPs themselves thus suggest
that the hydrophobic thickness of the bacterial outer mem-
brane should be less than that of the inner membrane. A
thinner biological membrane could be one reason why
OMP folding studies in vitro show faster apparent folding
kinetics into synthetic lipid vesicles composed of relatively
short chain lipids.
To understand how the properties of this asymmetric
outer membrane may affect OMPs, or vice versa, we used
all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) to simulate the E. coli
outer membrane both alone and with an embedded OMP,
outer membrane phospholipase A (OmpLA). In this study,
we discuss 1), the microscopic structural properties of the
E. coli outer membrane; 2), the protein-lipid interaction in
the native outer membrane environment; 3), an explanation
for the appropriateness of diC12 acyl chains for OMP
folding experiments (hydrophobic matching); 4), the impor-
tance of using an asymmetric bilayer with LPS for OMP
loop conformation refinement; and 5), a reliable method to
build a complex outer membrane bilayer both alone and
with OMPs.METHODS
Following the replacement protocol used to build a protein/membrane com-
plex structure in Membrane Builder (9,10) in CHARMM-GUI (11), the
OmpLA monomer structure from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID 1QD5)
(12) was embedded in an asymmetric bilayer to mimic the E. coli outer
membrane (Fig. 1). The inner leaflet is a mixture of 1-palmitoyl(16:0)-2-
palmitoleoyl(16:1 cis-9)-phosphatidylethanolamine (PPPE), 1-palmi-FIGURE 1 A snapshot of OmpLA (yellow, barrel; red, helix; green, loop
and turn) embedded in an asymmetric E. coli outer membrane bilayer at
450 ns. Lipid A, R1 core, PPPE, PVPG, and PVCL2 are pink, white (sticks),
blue, orange, and magenta spheres, respectively. Calcium ions are cyan
spheres. Water molecules and KCl ions are omitted for clarity. To see
this figure in color, go online.
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1,10-palmitoyl-2,20-vacenoyl cardiolipin with a net charge of 2e
(PVCL2) at a ratio of 15:4:1 (13). The corresponding lipid topology and
atom charges were transferred by analogy based on the C36 lipid force field
(14). The outer leaflet is composed of the rough LPS with lipid A and R1
core (i.e., without O-antigen polysaccharide), because its length is sufficient
to immerse the protein loops (15). The lipid A of E. coli LPS consists of six
amide/ester-linked fatty acids with a length of either 14 or 12 carbons (16).
The initial LPS structure was constructed using CHARMM (17) and
followed by sequential Langevin dynamics to reduce the molecular radius
from a starting value of 16 A˚ to 5 A˚ to avoid bad contacts during membrane
assembly (see Wu et al. (15) for details).
The following step-by-step assembly protocol was used to build the
OmpLA/outer membrane simulation system, which is similar to that used
in CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder. In Steps 1 and 2, an OmpLA struc-
ture preorientated with respect to the membrane normal (z axis) together
with 28 crystal water molecules was read from the OPM database (18)
and translated to the xy center. Then, the protein cross-sectional area profile
was calculated along the z axis.
In Step 3, the system dimension in xy was estimated by fixing the total
lipid number in the inner leaflet to 100, i.e., 75 PPPE, 20 PVPG, and 5
PVCL2. The number of LPS molecules in the outer leaflet was then deter-
mined based on the protein cross-sectional areas at the inner and outer
leaflets and individual lipid areas (~63 A˚2 for PPPE, ~62 A˚2 for PVPG,
~130 A˚2 for PVCL2, and ~180 A˚2 for rough LPS (15)). Lipidlike pseudo-
atoms were distributed and packed around OmpLA using Langevin dy-
namics with planar harmonic restraints; to accurately represent their
larger molecular size, we increased the atomic radii of the pseudoatoms rep-
resenting LPS (9.4 A˚) and cardiolipin (7.6 A˚) relative to the radius of 5.4 A˚
for common phospholipids (PLs).
In Steps 4 and 5, the individual components, including bilayer, ions, and
bulk water, were built and assembled. An asymmetric bilayer was generated
with the replacement method (19,20) by substituting for each pseudoatom a
lipid molecule that was randomly selected from a lipid conformer library,
where each LPS molecule also has its corresponding Ca2þ ions for neutral-
ization (the total charge of each LPS is 10e in this study). To remove bad
contacts, a systematic rigid-body translation (in xy) and rotation (around the
z axis) search was performed for each lipid molecule until the optimal
orientation was found. After the lipid replacement, protein surface penetra-
tion by lipid tails was checked to prevent unstable simulations. The system
size along the z axis was determined by adding 20 A˚ (for bulk water) on the
top and bottom of the z maximum and minimum values of the assembled
protein/LPS/PL structure. KCl (150 mM) was used for bulk ionic solution,
and the initial Kþ and Cl positions were assigned by random placement
without bad contact with protein and lipids.
In addition to the system with OmpLA in the E. coli LPS-PL outer
membrane (OmpLA-LPS-PL; see Table S1), we constructed several other
bilayer systems to compare their structural features with those of the
OmpLA-LPS-PL system. These included 1), a neat asymmetric outer
membrane without OmpLA but with the same lipid composition (LPS-
PL[36,100]); 2), a neat, symmetric PL bilayer with only PPPE, PVPG, and
PVCL2 (PL-only); and 3), dilauroylphophatidylcholine (DLPC) bilayers
with and without OmpLA (OmpLA/DLPC and DLPC-only), because
DLPC has been used previously in both experimental (4) and computational
(21) studies of OmpLA. All the systems containing E. coli-type lipids were
assembled with the five-step protocol described above. In contrast, the
OmpLA/DLPC and DLPC-only systems were constructed through
CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder.
In addition, one important consideration when building the asymmetric
bilayer is the possibility for a potential area mismatch between the inner
and outer leaflets. This could occur as a consequence of the thermal fluctu-
ations and the lack of a priori knowledge of detailed packing between lipids
and between lipids and protein. For these reasons, a second asymmetric
bilayer was built with one additional LPS molecule in the outer leaflet
(LPS/PL[37,100]) to investigate the statistical difference between outer
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check simulation convergence, we constructed two independent versions of
every system with different initial lipid displacement and packing, except in
the case of the DLPC bilayer, for which only one system was constructed.
Thus, a total of 11 systems were constructed and simulated (Table S1).
Equilibration simulations were performed for all membrane systems
using CHARMM (17) with the C36 lipid (14) and carbohydrate (22–24)
force fields, and the TIP3P water model (25). These simulations were
450 ps long for all systems except DLPC systems, for which they were
375 ps. To ensure gradual equilibration of the assembled system based on
the equilibration steps used in CHARMM-GUI Membrane Builder, various
planar and dihedral restraints (9,10,15) were applied to the LPS molecules,
PLs, and water molecules, and the restraint forces were gradually reduced
during the equilibration. Additional dihedral angle restraints were applied
to restrain all the sugar rings to the pertinent chair conformation for the
sugar residues in the LPS. These latter chair-conformation restraints were
maintained during the production simulations, because NMR-based studies
in conjunction with MD simulations show that common pyranose sugar
residues are mainly present in a chair conformation on the submicrosecond
timescale (26). The NVT (constant particle number, volume, and tempera-
ture) dynamics was used first and followed by the NPT (constant particle
number, pressure, and temperature) dynamics during the equilibration.
After equilibration, a 450 ns NPT production run was performed with
NAMD (27) for one replica of all systems except OmpLA/DLPC and
DLPC-only (200 ns production). The other replicas were simulated until
equilibrium was apparent for at least 100 ns, as indicated by the membrane
surface area. Total simulation times for these replicas were between 250
and 450 ns. The last 100 ns of each trajectory was analyzed to obtain
average structural properties.
All simulations were performed according to the following protocol. We
used 2-fs time steps with the SHAKE algorithm (28). The van der Waals
interactions were smoothly switched off at 10–12 A˚ by a force-switching
function (29), and the long-range electrostatic interactions were calculated
using the particle-mesh Ewald method (30). The temperature and pressure
were held at 310.15 K and 1 bar, respectively. In CHARMM simulations,
Langevin temperature control was used for NVT dynamics. Temperature
and pressure controls were achieved with a Hoover thermostat (31) and
Langevin piston for NPT dynamics (32,33). For NAMD NPT simulations,
Langevin dynamics was used to maintain constant temperature with
a Langevin coupling coefficient set to 1 ps1, and a Nose´-Hoover Langevin
piston (34,35) was used to maintain constant pressure with a piston period
of 50 fs and a piston decay time of 25 fs.FIGURE 2 Average per-lipid area of each lipid type in LPS/PL[36,100],
LPS/PL[37,100], PL-only, and LPS bilayers with standard errors over two
replicas (four replicas for LPS bilayers (15)). To see this figure in color,
go online.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Structural properties of E. coli outer membranes
To investigate the structural properties of the E. coli outer
membrane, we calculated the per-lipid surface areas, hydro-
phobic thickness, density profile of heavy atoms, and acyl
chain order parameters and compared these values between
LPS-PL[36,100] and LPS-PL[37,100], and also between asym-
metric LPS-PL bilayers and PL-only bilayers.
Fig. S1 shows the time-series plots of the overall
membrane surface areas of all the systems, which demon-
strates that the time evolution of the simulations reached
equilibrium states. Moreover, no significant variations
between independent runs were observed, indicating that
these simulations are well converged on the current time-
scale. In addition, no statistical difference of the overall
surface area was found between LPS-PL[36,100] and
LPS-PL[37,100]. Both surface areas match that of PL-onlyquite well, suggesting that the LPS/PL ratio used in the inner
and outer leaflets is reasonable for the asymmetric outer
membrane simulations. We noticed that LPS-PLmembranes
show less variability in the overall membrane area compared
to PL-only (Fig. S1 B), which could be induced by the slow
movement of the LPS molecules (see next section).
To obtain a general idea of lipid packing in the membrane
plane, the per-lipid area of each lipid type was calculated
and averaged over the last 100 ns for LPS-PL[36,100],
LPS-PL[37,100], and PL-only bilayers with the approach of
Pandit et al. (36), utilizing Voronoi tessellation (Fig. 2). In
this study, only carbonyl carbon atoms were used to define
an acyl chain of a lipid, i.e., two atoms each (C21 and
C31) for PPPE and PVPG, four atoms (CA1, CB1, CC1,
and CD1) for PVCL2, and six atoms (C11, C21, C31,
C41, C51, and C61) for LPS lipid A. Although the surface
areas of lipid A in both LPS-PL[36,100] and LPS-PL[37,100]
(182 5 1 A˚2 and 177 5 0.3 A˚2, respectively) are close to
that reported previously for LPS bilayers (180 5 1 A˚2)
(15), there is an obvious reduction of surface area in the
more crowded leaflet of LPS-PL[37,100], indicating possible
lipid self-adjusting ability in different environments. For
PLs, the statistical difference of per-lipid area between
different bilayers is small. However, the observation that
PPPE, PVPG, and PVCL2 exhibit slightly higher surface
areas in asymmetric LPS-PL bilayers than in PL-only bila-
yers suggests a disturbance of the PL (inner) leaflet by the
LPS (outer) leaflet, probably due to subtle area mismatch
in the asymmetric bilayers.
Mismatch between the hydrophobic regions of a mem-
brane and its cognate membrane proteins should be energet-
ically costly and lead to structural adjustments to minimize
the exposure of nonpolar groups to the aqueous phase (37).
In addition, membrane thickness has been shown to
profoundly affect the folding kinetics of transmembrane
b-barrels in vitro (1). Because the average hydrophobic
thickness of transmembrane b-barrels is smaller than that
of plasma membrane proteins (8), we analyzed the variousBiophysical Journal 106(11) 2493–2502
FIGURE 4 Density profiles of water (blue), PL headgroup (magenta),
lipid carbon tail (green), LPS inner core (cyan), LPS outer core (red),
and protein backbone atoms (gray) along the membrane normal (z axis)
for OmpLA-LPS-PL (solid lines) and OmpLA-DLPC (dotted lines) (A)
and LPS/PL[36,100] (solid lines) and LPS/PL[37,100] (dotted lines) (B). To
see this figure in color, go online.
2496 Wu et al.PL and LPS systems to determine how the LPS leaflet influ-
ences themembrane thickness. The hydrophobic thickness of
the membrane systems was calculated by measuring the
average distance between acyl chain C2 atoms (the carbon-
bonded-to-carbonyl group) for the PL leaflet, and between
C2 and C4 atoms for the LPS leaflet (15). As shown in
Fig. 3, the calculated hydrophobic thickness of PL-only
(28.3 A˚) is significantly larger than those of the OmpLA-
LPS-PL (24.4 A˚), LPS-PL[36,100] (24.7 A˚), and LPS-
PL[37,100] (24.8 A˚) asymmetric bilayers, reflecting that the
bacterial outermembrane is much thinner than the PL bilayer
composed of the inner-leaflet lipids. Notably, the hydropho-
bic thickness of this asymmetric bilayer is also much more
compatiblewith that ofOmpLA (~24 A˚) andwith the average
hydrophobic thickness of OMPs in general (8,38). The inclu-
sion of an additional LPS molecule in the neat asymmetric
systems had no effect on thickness, as the average hydropho-
bic thicknesses of LPS-PL[36,100] and LPS-PL[37,100] are
statistically identical, with a difference of <0.15 A˚. We
observed a slightly reduced thickness of OmpLA-LPS-PL
compared to the neat asymmetric bilayers, which indicates
a local thinning effect occurring around the protein
(discussed in detail in the next section). As expected,
DLPC bilayers with or without OmpLA have the smallest
hydrophobic thickness (20.4 and 20.2 A˚) due to the shorter
acyl chain. A consistent overall trend (Fig. S2) was observed
when the hydrophobic thickness was measured based on the
distance between the half-maximal values in the number den-
sity profile of the lipid carbon tail atoms (39).
We further examined the lipid and protein distributions
along the z axis. Heavy-atom number density profiles along
the bilayer normal (z axis) for protein backbone atoms, lipid
components (carbon tail, headgroups, LPS inner core, LPS
outer core), and water are shown in Fig. 4 for OmpLA-
LPS-PL and OmpLA-DLPC, and for LPS-PL[36,100] and
LPS-PL[37,100]. Consistent with the aforementioned overall
membrane surface and hydrophobic thickness comparisons,
LPS-PL[36,100] and LPS-PL[37,100] have very similar mem-
brane structure and spatial distribution of lipid components
along the z axis. A subtle discrepancy on the height of innerFIGURE 3 Average hydrophobic thickness of each lipid bilayer system.
The standard errors over two replicas are <0.1. To see this figure in color,
go online.
Biophysical Journal 106(11) 2493–2502core and outer core peaks arises from the increased number
density with one more LPS in LPS-PL[37,100]. In addition,
water molecules penetrate through the inner core region
and deep into the hydrophobic carbon tail region in all the
asymmetric bilayers, which agrees well with previous
studies (15,40,41).
One of the most important bilayer properties, lipid
deuterium order parameters (SCD), is a common metric for
distinguishing a liquid-disordered bilayer phase from a
liquid-ordered phase: SCD ¼ h3 cos2qCH  1i=2, where
qCH is the time-dependent angle between the C-H bond vec-
tor and the bilayer normal (the z axis), and the angular bracket
denotes a time and ensemble average (42). Fig. S3 shows the
SCD of lipid A chain 1 (15) and sn-1 chains of PPPE, PVPG,
PVCL2, and DLPC for all the membrane systems together
with the previous symmetric LPS bilayer systems of Wu
et al. (15). The general behaviors for these saturated acyl
chains are in good accordance with other studies (14,43)
that showed increasing disorder along the fatty acid chains
toward the methyl groups. Furthermore, a good correlation
is observed between the trend of calculated order parameter
and per-lipid surface area (Fig. 2). For example, lipid A in
LPS-PL[37,100], with smaller per-lipid surface area, tends to
be more ordered than that in LPS-PL[36,100], suggesting a
more compact packing. On the other hand, the acyl chains
of PPPE, PVPG, and PVCL2 show increased disorder in
asymmetric bilayers compared to PL-only bilayers, indi-
cating less dense packing in asymmetric bilayers.Structure and dynamics of OmpLA in E. coli outer
membrane
The structural stability of OmpLA was evaluated by moni-
toring the root mean-square deviation (RMSD) of b-barrel
Outer Membrane and OmpLA Structure and Interactions 2497backbone atoms from the crystal structure (PDB 1QD5)
(12). Overall, the asymmetric bilayer imposed only minor
structural changes on OmpLA. As shown in Fig. S4,
RMSD rises up initially and reaches a plateau of <1.5 A˚
with little drift, which is indicative of the conformational
similarity of our MD simulations to the crystal structure.
As expected, the OmpLA barrel is very stable in both asym-
metric bilayers and DLPC bilayers on the current simulation
timescale. The relatively small RMSD and stable barrel
structure have also been reported in other b-barrel mem-
brane protein simulations (21,44–48).
The time-averaged root mean-square fluctuation (RMSF)
provides a means to assess the relative flexibility of different
regions of the protein (46). The calculated RMSF (Fig. 5)
for the heavy atoms over the last 100 ns of trajectories
shows that the residues in the loop region exhibit a more
pronounced flexibility in the DLPC bilayer as compared to
the asymmetric bilayer, in particular for loop L1 (residues
46–64) and loop L2 (residues 99–108) (12). This could be
related to the fact that the interactions of the OmpLA loop
residues with the LPS core oligosaccharide constrain the
loop motions and thus lower their dynamics, whereas the
loop residues are mainly exposed to the solvent environment
in DLPC bilayers. This effect was also observed in other
simulation studies (45,46) and could be functionally impor-
tant for bacteria. Several loops contain additional a-helices,
which increase the local rigidity, and thus, no apparent cor-
relation was observed between the length of a loop and the
magnitude of its RMSF. Consistent with the aforementioned
RMSD results, the b-barrel residues are very rigid, with less
fluctuation, and the integrity of the protein secondary struc-
tures was maintained well during the simulations.
Figs. 6 and S5 show the average structure of OmpLA in
LPS-PL and DLPC bilayers during the last 100 ns of simu-
lation. The membrane and periplasm views of the protein do
not exhibit substantially diverging conformations. However,
we noticed secondary structure changes (loops to a-helices)
of the extracellular loop L2 (orange dashed boxes) in both
replicas and displacement of L1 (green dashed box) in the
extracellular view in one replica (Fig. 6), whereas in the
other replica (Fig. S5), the additional helical structures are
absent in both OmpLA-LPS-PL and OmpLA-DLPC. Loop
L6 also exhibits a secondary structure change in one ofthe replicas, despite the fact that it interacts mostly with
solvent (Fig. 7). As the two termini and the L1, L4, and
L6 loops of OmpLA cover the interior of the barrel and
prevent the pore function (12), the LPS oligosaccharide
may play a crucial role in determining the location of the
loops, which could be important for bacterial function
and survival. Interestingly, the extra secondary-structure
element observed in loop L2 exists in the dimer structure
(PDB 1QD6) (12) as well, suggesting that the LPS-contain-
ing asymmetric bilayers favor the conformation found in
the dimer for this loop. This could be biologically meaning-
ful, as dimerization is required for the activation of this
enzyme (12).
It is of interest to examine the interaction pattern of each
protein residue with lipid molecules or water in the LPS-PL
outer membrane. A cutoff distance of 4 A˚was used to define
a contact in this analysis, and the average result of two
replicas is presented in Fig. 7. It is evident that an alternative
pattern occurs with the 12 transmembrane b-strands that
mainly interact with LPS or the PL tail, six extracellular
loops that mostly interact with LPS core oligosaccharides
and water, and five turns at the periplasmic side that mainly
interact with PLs and water, which provides a clear picture
of how the amphipathic b-strands traverse the membrane. It
is interesting to note that some residues in the transmem-
brane b-strands (e.g., Leu88, Trp98, and Leu100 in b3)
interact with the acyl chains of both leaflets, illustrating
the flexibility of side-chain orientations as well as lipid A
and PL tails. The aromatic belt residues (e.g., Trp78,
Tyr114, and Phe128) are located at the membrane-water inter-
face, interacting with water, lipid headgroups, and lipid
tails. As would be expected from the structure of OmpLA,
most of the inward-facing b-barrel residues also interact
with water molecules, because the interior of the barrel is
polar and partially water-filled with an intricate hydrogen-
bonding network (12,44). Another interesting feature is
that residues in the loop regions mainly interact with LPS
headgroups and inner core sugars, whereas OmpLA residues
rarely interact with the outer core sugars during the simula-
tions. Only two residues (Glu60 and Asn61) in loop L1 show
stable contact with outer core sugars. The interactions
between protein loops and LPS oligosaccharide chains
lead to effectively reduced loop dynamics in asymmetricFIGURE 5 Root mean-square fluctuations
(RMSF) of the OmpLA backbone atoms in replicas
1 (solid line) and 2 (dotted line) for the OmpLA-
LPS-PL (magenta) and OmpLA-DLPC systems
(black). Protein secondary structure is indicated
by the background color: b-barrel (beige), loop
(coral), turn (turquoise), N terminus (light blue),
and C terminus (gray). To see this figure in color,
go online.
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FIGURE 6 Membrane (Side 1 and Side 2), extracellular (top), and
periplasmic (bottom) views of average structures from the last 100 ns of
simulation of OmpLA-LPS-PL (magenta) and OmpLA-DLPC (gray)
replica 1,. Fig. S5 shows the corresponding plots for replica 2. To see
this figure in color, go online.
2498 Wu et al.LPS-PL bilayers compared to DLPC bilayers (Fig. 5).
Furthermore, the restrained loop dynamics and flexibility
could be essential for stabilizing the loop conformation
and additional secondary-structure formation, leading to
average structure differences between the loop regions of
OmpLA in LPS-PL and those in DLPC bilayers (Figs. 6
and S5).
To better understand the interactions between the protein
and lipids and to probe the impact of the protein on theFIGURE 7 Patterns of interaction of protein residues with their environment
occurrence within 4 A˚ of a water molecule (blue), a PL headgroup (yellow), a PL
the LPS inner core (cyan), or the LPS outer core (red). A contact is first counted
interacting partner is <4 A˚, and normalized for each interacting partner. The ba
(beige), loop (coral), turn (turquoise), N terminus (light blue), and C terminus
Biophysical Journal 106(11) 2493–2502membrane structure, two-dimensional (2D) hydrophobic
thickness profiles were calculated utilizing the same atom
selection as in the hydrophobic thickness calculations
(Fig. 3) after the protein was rotated to the same orientation
in different bilayers. The 2D plots were constructed with a
grid spacing of 2.4 A˚, which was determined by the closest
C2-C2 distance (3.4 A˚) based on a radial distribution func-
tion to ensure that each grid box covers one C2 atom. Figs. 8
and S6 show the 2D z-position distributions of the C2 and
C4 atoms for lipid A and the C2 atoms for PLs, as well as
the 2D thickness distribution of the full bilayer, for both
OmpLA-LPS-PL and OmpLA-DLPC. It is particularly
evident that the bilayer structure is disturbed, and local thin-
ning is observed in the vicinity of protein in the asymmetric
bilayers (Figs. 8 C and S6 C), which is likely a reflection of
the system seeking a hydrophobic match (43,49,50). The
hydrophobic thickness of the lipids proximal to the protein
is ~20 A˚ in the asymmetric bilayer, very close to the
thickness of the DLPC bilayer (Figs. 3 and 8 F), which
validates the rationality of using DLPC as an effective alter-
native to the outer membrane in OmpLA folding experi-
ments in vitro (4).
A comparison between the hydrophobic interface loca-
tions for each leaflet in OmpLA-LPS-PL (Figs. 8, A and
B, and S6, A and B) suggests that both leaflets contribute
to the thinning around the protein; some areas are mainly
from the PL leaflet and others are from the LPS leaflet.
One important observation is that on the righthand side ofin OmpLA-LPS-PL. The graph shows, for each residue, the frequency of
carbon tail (green), a lipid A tail (dark green), a lipid A headgroup (orange),
when the distance of between the heavy atoms of a residue and those of its
r below each set of patterns indicates protein secondary structure: b-barrel
(gray). To see this figure in color, go online.
FIGURE 8 Two-dimensional z-position distri-
butions of the C2 and C4 atoms of lipid A (A)
and the acyl chain C2 atoms of PLs (B, D,
and E), as well as the 2D thickness distribution
of the full bilayer (C and F), for OmpLA-LPS-
PL (upper row) and OmpLA-DLPC (lower row).
Color keys indicate the distance from the bilayer
center to C2 atoms along the z axis, where blue
is closer to the bilayer center and red is farther
away (A, B, D, and E), and total membrane thick-
ness in the case of the full bilayer (C and F). The
contours are drawn for 20 A˚ in yellow. Fig. S6
shows the corresponding plots for replica 2. To
see this figure in color, go online.
Outer Membrane and OmpLA Structure and Interactions 2499the protein in the PL leaflet (Figs. 8 B and S6 B), as well as
in the bottom leaflet of OmpLA-DLPC (Figs. 8 E and S6 E),
there are areas of local thickening in both replicas. No lipid-
type preference was observed in this region (Fig. S7), and
PLs could exchange into and out of this region during the
simulations, meaning that the thickening might be caused
by some essential structural properties of OmpLA. In
general, energetically unfavorable hydrophobic mismatch
between a bilayer hydrophobic core and the protein trans-
membrane domain is relieved either by adaptation of the
bilayer (i.e., local thinning or thickening) or by changes in
protein orientation or conformation (43,49–52). To deter-
mine whether there is an intrinsic hydrophobic mismatch
in OmpLA-LPS-PL, the thickness of the protein barrel
was estimated by calculating the 2D average z distributions
of the side-chain atoms of hydrophobic residues on the rim
of each b-strand. The protein orientation is the same as in
the above analysis (Fig. 6, Top, and Fig. 8). As expected,
the protein barrel buried in the PL leaflet is clearly thicker
on the righthand side than in other regions (Fig. S8 B).
The thinning area at the top right corner of the LPS leaflet
(Figs. 8 A and S6 A) is also reflected in the protein hydro-
phobic length (Fig. S8 A) in the corresponding region. On
the other hand, the DLPC lipids adjacent to the protein
barrel are lifted, with increased thickness in both leaflets
in OmpLA-DLPC (Figs. 8, D and E, and S6, D and E),
which is consistent with the increased phosphate-phosphate
distance around FepA in a DLPC bilayer observed in the
coarse-grained MD simulation by Scott et al. (53).
Although hydrophobic match provides a reasonable
explanation for the 2D thickness profile around the protein,
inconsistent patterns between the two replicas were
observed in the LPS leaflet (Figs. 8 A and S6 A). Fig. S9
shows the 2D density profiles of the center of mass of
each lipid type in OmpLA-LPS-PL with a grid spacing of0.5 A˚. Compared to the ubiquitous density of PLs in the
inner leaflet (Fig. S9, B and D), LPS molecules (Fig. S9,
A and C) are highly immobile and show little translocation
on the simulation timescale used here. In addition, the
distribution of the relative orientation between LPS and
OmpLA was calculated for each LPS molecule (Fig. S10).
The narrow distributions suggest that LPS molecules show
minimal lateral diffusion and also limited rotation. Although
such immobility is characteristic for LPS in the outer
membranes, as many experiments suggest (54,55), the
LPS orientation and location could depend strongly on its
initial placement within the limited simulation time, and
the variation of the thickness profiles of the LPS leaflets
between the two replicas might be a result of the signifi-
cantly lower translational or rotational diffusion rate of the
LPS molecules. Although it may indicate a potential sam-
pling issue in the simulation timescale used here, the rigidity
and low mobility of the LPS leaflet is a reflection of its true
nature and is mostly due to the divalent ion-mediated, cross-
linking electrostatic interaction network in the core region
(15,55).CONCLUSIONS
The outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria separates
its periplasm from the external environment and serves as
a protective barrier that controls the entry of many toxic
molecules, such as antibiotics and bile salts, into the bac-
teria, which is crucial for bacterial survival in diverse/hostile
environments (55,56). This unique membrane is highly
asymmetric and composed of a mixture of PLs in the inner
leaflet and LPS in the outer leaflet (57–62). OmpLA is
constitutively expressed in this asymmetric bilayer in vivo
and functions as an outer membrane phospholipase that
degrades a wide variety of PLs as well as diglycerides underBiophysical Journal 106(11) 2493–2502
2500 Wu et al.situations of bacterial stress (63). In this work, we present an
MD simulation study of asymmetric bilayers containing
LPS, PPPE, PVPG, and PVCL2 with and without OmpLA
to explore the structural properties of the bacterial outer
membrane and the structure and dynamics of OmpLA in
its native environment. The results of this study are
compared with those from DLPC bilayers, which have
proven to be a useful PL environment for in vitro folding
experiments of OmpLA. Furthermore, asymmetric bilayers
with different LPS/PL ratios are compared to elucidate the
impact of the area mismatch between the inner and outer
leaflets on bilayer properties, which could be a technical
issue in building asymmetric bilayers.
Our study shows that the overall bilayer structural proper-
ties, including the membrane area, density profile, and
hydrophobic thickness, do not show a statistically signifi-
cant difference between LPS/PL[36:100] and LPS/PL[37:100].
In fact, the overall areas of both asymmetric bilayers match
that of the bilayer composed of PLs in both leaflets (PL-
only), meaning that our approach of constructing asym-
metric bilayers based simply on the estimation of per-lipid
area of each lipid type is reliable. However, LPS exhibits
a slightly reduced area per lipid and an increased acyl chain
order in the more crowded environment (LPS/PL[37:100]). In
addition, the PLs are more disordered in the inner leaflet of
the asymmetric bilayers, with increased area per lipid
compared to the corresponding PL-only bilayer. This is
interesting, as it suggests that lipids are capable of self-
adjusting their individual properties to a certain extent to
improve the overall fit between two leaflets in an asym-
metric bilayer. Thus, bacteria could take advantage of this
lipid self-adjusting mechanism in the outer membrane by
altering the lipid ratio to control the compact level of lipid
packing or induce bilayer defects that facilitate protein
folding, which might be functionally important.
A comparison of the hydrophobic thickness reveals that
the asymmetric bacterial outer membrane is much thinner
than its corresponding symmetric PL bilayer given the lipid
acyl chain composition used in our study. This is expected,
because, considering that the hydrophobic thickness of an
LPS bilayer is ~22 A˚ (15) and that of a PL bilayer ~28 A˚,
the combination of one leaflet of each type of bilayer would
result in an asymmetric bilayer with an intermediate thick-
ness of ~25 A˚. It is important to point out that the LPS leaflet
is the main determinant of the reduced thickness of the outer
membrane; therefore, including LPS in the OMP simulation
study is pivotal to mimicking the native environment.
Moreover, independent analyses of the known structures
of OMPs demonstrate that their average hydrophobic
thickness is ~24 A˚ (8,64), in good agreement with our value
for the asymmetric bilayer. A possible reason for the
decreased thickness of the LPS bilayer compared to 1,2-di-
myristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) bilayers
(~25 A˚) (43), which have an acyl chain length similar to
that of lipid A, might be the electrostatic repulsive interac-Biophysical Journal 106(11) 2493–2502tion between LPS molecules due to the highly negatively
charged headgroup. In addition, it might be also related to
the conical shape of the LPS molecule due to its smaller
headgroup relative to its bulky tail region (15).
Compared to the PL bilayer in this study, with acyl chains
that mimic E. coli composition, the hydrophobic thickness
of OmpLA is much better matched to that of the LPS asym-
metric bilayer. Nevertheless, the presence of OmpLA per-
turbs the local membrane structure and induces a thinning
effect in the asymmetric bilayer driven by a small hydro-
phobic mismatch. However, inconsistent thinning patterns
in the LPS leaflets were found between two independent
simulations due to immobilization of the LPS membrane
by the calcium-mediated, cross-linking electrostatic inter-
action network. This low lateral diffusion significantly
hinders the complete adaptability of the LPS leaflet to
perturbation of the protein.
Our study further illustrates how OmpLA loop movement
is constrained in asymmetric bilayers by interactions pre-
dominantly with LPS headgroups and oligosaccharides in
the inner core region, which are clearly lacking in the
DLPC bilayer. The reduced loop dynamics facilitates more
rigid secondary-structure formation, as well as loop displace-
ment, which could be vital to prevent pore formation across
the barrel and avoid entry of toxic molecules. Since LPS
clearly affects the structure and dynamics of the extracellular
loop of OmpLA, structural refinement of OMPs—especially
their loop conformations—needs to be performed in the
native lipid environment. Thus, the information gained
from this study should be beneficial in future studies for
determining the OMP structure, exploring the interaction
mechanism between the bacterial outer membrane and
OMPs, and facilitating the discovery of new antibiotic drugs.SUPPORTING MATERIAL
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